
Quaker zoodies

Buy at YMG or order now at: 
bookshop.quaker.org.uk/quaker-zoodies

Quaker Zoodies (zip hoodies) are now available to buy via the 
Quaker Centre Bookshop at Friends House Euston, online and at 
YMG. They feature a zip, a hood, two pockets and are made of a soft 
lightweight material that keeps you warm while remaining breathable. 
The hoodies are ethically sourced and at competitive prices of £24 
for adults and £18 for smaller adults/kids. Any money made from the 
sale of the zoodies goes to Quakers in Britain but our primary goal 
is outreach. The zoodies are a brilliant tool for everyday outreach, 
stewarding events, activism and worship.We’ve also been told they 
are useful for identifying a Quaker in an interfaith environment, such 
as chaplaincy.  Our outreach Twitter handle ‘Know more Quakers’ is 
written underneath the Quaker logo. 
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Blue Adult Zoodie

Grey Adult Zoodie

Grey Smaller Adult / Kids Zoodie

Blue Smaller Adult / Kids Zoodie

Sizing guide
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